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Crime
R e p o r t

Three teens killed 
in accident

KUWAIT: Three Kuwaiti citizens were killed on Fahaheel
road when their vehicle collided with a concrete barrier on
Shuaiba bridge and fell under it. A fourth man who was in
the car was rushed to Adan Hospital and admitted inside
the intensive care unit in a critical condition. Two of the
deceased were 17 years of age, and one was 16. Police
authorities are investigating.

Air pistol

A Syrian juvenile was killed when he was shot with an
air pistol in the chest. The incident took place inside a
toy shop in Fahaheel, and the shot was fired by a
Lebanese juvenile who is being detained for question-
ing in the teenager’s death. The boys were playing a
game to hit targets when one of them mistakenly fired
a gunshot at the other. Police were called and took
over the case.

Mistreatment

A bedoon child ended up in the psychiatric hospital after
being ill-treated by her mother. The mistreatment caused
the 11-year-old girl some mental and psychological prob-
lems. The mother was detained and charged with negli-
gence. Juvenile’s protection department officers received
information about a child who was taken to hospital, and
was behaving in a way that may cause herself harm.
Detectives discovered that she suffered from mental illness
due to mistreatment by her mother. Police were given
orders to arrest the mother for questioning.

Theft

A citizen accused her ex-husband of theft in a com-
plaint she lodged at Mubarak Al-Kabeer police station.
According to her statements to police, the woman said
that she had a dispute with her ex-husband, which
escalated to the point where he divorced her. She said
that when she went to her parents’ house she found
out that one of her phones and the spare key of her car
were missing, and accused him of stealing the said
items. Police are investigating. Separately, a Lebanese
woman was beaten by her husband who ruptured her
ear-drum. The woman went to hospital and brought a
medical report.

There is no doubt that the attendance and absence of
employees is important in all establishments. Some
establishments have indicators to calculate the cost of

employees’ absence, their lack of attendance leads to delay in
doing the job and receiving undeserved salaries, as the num-
ber of working hours is set in the working contract. Also, this
matter causes trouble to some officials especially when they
come in the morning to start work with an incomplete team
while people wait in halls to process their transactions.

The idea of using biometric devices to register staff atten-
dance came about when a group of employees did not com-
ply with attendance and exit, as many of them either do not
come to office, or used silicon prints for their fingerprints that
others can use on the devices for them. In addition, there is a
group of employees who would fingerprint in the morning,
then go home to sleep, or spend the day in malls, before com-
ing back to fingerprint again at time for checkout. But before
the introduction of the biometric system for attendance, why
wasn’t a survey done to find out the true reason for lack of
attendance of employees? Or is it that the system was imple-
mented directly without sufficient research? 

What if there are other reasons than laxity? Maybe the
notion that there are too many employees carrying out the
same job at the same department makes the employee frus-
trated and makes him feel that his presence or absence is the
same. Maybe there is lack of a good working environment. I
remember a colleague who did not report to work in a min-
istry for two years because there was no office for her. This and
other matters must be corrected before direct implementa-
tion is made as a reaction to a specific matter.

There was talk about exempting employees who have
been in service for 25 years from the fingerprint, and there is
no realistic reason for that, because like the rest of employees,
they have rights and duties. Exemption should be done for
some jobs that require field work, which makes it difficult for
the employee to come to office, or for the establishment to be
based on setting goals and projects for each employee, so
what is important is to fulfill the goals on time, and of course,
our establishments are built on this system.

The fingerprint system will not guarantee the employee’s
productivity and will not solve the true problem which is
overemployment, so concentration should be on employing
manpower in a true manner so that the state can benefit from
them. There should be a suitable working environment with
evaluation systems that show the employees productivity,
and not to continue with the policy of distributing wealth
indirectly. If it was proven that an employee was negligent in
attending, then simply enforce the law on him until he gets
terminated and becomes an example for others. But to have a
fingerprint system while the employee knows he is protected
against termination, then nothing really has changed. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Al-Anbaa

By Saqer Al-Ghailani

Regardless of how long the Arab-Israeli conflict
remains, the ideological dimension that is in the pres-
ence of the holy religious places for Muslims and

Christians will not allow the Zionists to practice the contain-
ment policy easily. The Zionists do not want to control the
Palestinian territories alone, rather they want to control the
entire Arab policy. It is clear that they are trying to create
Arab differences on one hand, and separate Palestinians on
the other.

The Israeli behavior in Jerusalem lately, and keeping
Muslims from praying in Al-Aqsa mosque for two consecu-
tive Fridays, is perhaps one of the Zionists’ means of testing
Arabs’ solidarity and the extent of their governments’ com-
mitment to the religious dimension of the Palestinian cause,
which is the fundamental dimension the Zionists fear.

The Palestinian reaction on one hand, and the Arab and
Islamic one on the other is an unpleasant surprise for the
Zionists because they counted on the weak religious aspect.
But they discovered that it is still strong, and maybe it is this
aspect that is keeping the Palestinian cause alive and keeps
some from normalization with the Zionist enemy. The free
Arab and Muslim people along with the free people of the
world still look at the Palestinians as oppressed people who

are deprived of basic rights, so it is a must to stand with
them especially if it is related to the Zionists’ desecration of
sacred religious places.

The place which the Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) trav-
eled to and from where he ascended to Heaven will not be
subject to negotiation or any concession by Muslims and
Christians. Rather, it will unite them and make their resist-
ance more solid regardless of their sacrifice that may reach
the martyrdom of young men and women in defense of the
holy places. People’s dignity will not go by terrorism or bru-
tal force, and their pride will not be put down by violence
and force.

Today, the Palestinians have realized their strength is in
their commitment to their Islamic and Christian holy places
and will be the strong deterrence to the attempts of some
to put an end to the Palestinian cause. The Zionists wants to
turn Jerusalem into their artificial state’s capital, and demol-
ish Al-Aqsa mosque in order to build the temple in its place,
and that is an illusion that will not happen with Arabs,
Muslims and Christians clinging to their rights. The religious
dimension is the major barrier to stop Zionists’ plans and
put an end to their dreams in expanding and continuing
their oppression. —Translated by Kuwait Times 

The Arab-Israeli conflict
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Jerusalem

Kidnapping

Detectives are investigating the kidnapping of a woman in
her thirties who was jogging with her nine-year-old daugh-
ter in Jahra. The kidnapping took place in front of many
onlookers who were unable to act. The victim’s mother told
police that her daughter was surprised with a car stopping
them, then a man came out and forced the woman in,
while the little girl escaped and sought passers-by help.

—Translated from the Arabic press


